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I. INTRODUCTION 8 

A. Witness Identification 9 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 10 

 My name is Vonda K. Seckler, and my business address is 1901 Chouteau Avenue, PO A.11 

Box 66149, St. Louis, Missouri 63166-6149. 12 

Q. Are you the same Vonda K. Seckler who previously sponsored supplemental direct 13 

testimony in this proceeding? 14 

 Yes, I am. A.15 

B. Purpose, Scope and Identification of Exhibits 16 

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony? 17 

 The purpose of my testimony is to respond to certain Illinois Commerce Commission A.18 

(Commission) Staff and Intervenors' direct testimony.  Specifically, I respond to the direct 19 

testimony of Commission Staff (Staff) witnesses, Dr. David Rearden (ICC Staff Ex. 7.0) and Ms. 20 

Burma C. Jones (ICC Staff Ex. 8.0); Citizens Utility Board (CUB) witness, Mr. Martin R. Cohen 21 

(CUB Ex. 1.0); the Retail Gas Suppliers (RGS) witness, Mr. James L. Crist (RGS Ex. 1.0); and 22 

the Illinois Competitive Energy Association (ICEA) and the Retail Energy Supply Association 23 
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(RESA) (collectively ICEA/RESA) witness, Mr. Stephen E. Puican (ICEA/RESA Ex. 2.0), 24 

regarding the operational and technical aspects of implementing a Small Volume Transportation 25 

(SVT) program.  My failure to address any witness testimony or position should not be construed 26 

as an endorsement to same.  27 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits in support of your testimony? 28 

 Yes.  Ameren Exhibit 26.1 is an update with modifications to Ameren Exhibit 13.2, A.29 

which are the tariffs for the proposed SVT program should the Commission order its 30 

implementation.  Ameren Exhibit 26.1 is a replacement of Ameren Exhibit 13.2, in its entirety, 31 

with the modifications highlighted in yellow.  The updates reflect modifications proposed by 32 

Intervenors and agreed to by the Company, as well as revisions the Company has identified by 33 

further defining the systems and flowcharting the processes that need to be developed to support 34 

the proposed SVT program. 35 

II. RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF WITNESSES 36 

A. Response to Staff witness Dr. David Rearden 37 

Q. What is Dr. Rearden's position regarding the implementation of an SVT program to 38 

which you are responding? 39 

 Dr. Rearden recommends  the Commission limit its determination to whether AIC should A.40 

implement a SVT program in this docket, and if an affirmative determination is made, to then 41 

order AIC to submit draft tariffs for Commission review in a future proceeding.  In the event the 42 

Commission rejects this recommendation and the tariffs are litigated in this proceeding, Dr. 43 

Rearden recommends various changes to Rider SVT, Rider Gas System Integrity Charge (“Rider 44 

GSIC”) and Rider Gas Transition Adjustment (“Rider GTA”). 45 
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Q. Does AIC agree with Staff's recommendation? 46 

 Yes.  As discussed by AIC witness, Mr. Craig D. Nelson, if the Commission orders AIC A.47 

to implement a SVT program and approves the funding of the program, AIC supports addressing 48 

the operational and tariff design issues, as well as other related issues, in a separate docketed 49 

proceeding.  However, I will address the operational and tariff design issues raised by Staff and 50 

Intervenors in their direct testimony in the event the Commission approves the proposed program 51 

and draft tariffs in this proceeding.   52 

Q. Dr. Rearden contends there will be “ample time” to litigate the SVT tariffs in a 53 

separate docket at the conclusion of this proceeding because the program will not be 54 

operational until the fourth quarter of 2014.  How do you respond?   55 

 The Company stated in workshops conducted during the summer of 2012, that it will take A.56 

a minimum of 18 months for the systems to be developed to support a SVT program which 57 

explains the fourth quarter 2014 target effective date.  Any material change to the proposed 58 

tariffs or operational features of the program in this or a later proceeding may delay the 59 

implementation of the program beyond the fourth quarter of 2014.  My point being, while 60 

another proceeding affords the parties the opportunity to litigate the SVT tariffs, the outcome of 61 

the proceeding may impact the start date.  Even so, as Mr. Nelson testifies, based on what we 62 

know today, the Company would be ready to implement the program in late 2014.  63 

Q. What is Dr. Rearden's recommendation with respect to Rider GTA? 64 

 Dr. Rearden recommends Rider GTA be rejected.  He agrees with AIC that sales A.65 

customers should be held harmless if AIC has excess gas supply as a result of sales customers 66 

switching to SVT.  However, his justification and support for the statement AIC does not need 67 

Rider GTA because “no other Illinois gas utilities have such a rider,” and that “AIC will have 68 
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ample opportunity to adjust its portfolio to accommodate SVT service” since Rider SVT will not 69 

become operational for a year and a half is seriously flawed as I will explain.  Further, his 70 

contention the tariff provision which calls for the selection of one “particular contract as the 71 

incremental contract [to liquidate as being] arbitrary”, and that there is no necessary connection 72 

between supply location and location sold, reflects a misunderstanding of AIC's gas supply 73 

purchasing practices, for the reasons I discuss in more detail later in this testimony.  74 

Q. Does AIC believe Rider GTA is necessary? 75 

 Absolutely.  To be clear, the purpose behind the rider is to be sure that customers who A.76 

remain on sales service - customers who have not switched to SVT - are not disadvantaged.   77 

Rider GTA is necessary to charge the appropriate customers the costs caused by switching from 78 

the sales service to alternative gas supply.  Rider GTA charges SVT customers for gas supply 79 

costs incurred when AIC needs to liquidate gas contracts because those customers will be served 80 

by another supplier. Without Rider GTA, the sales customers will bear the costs associated with 81 

liquidating gas supply contracts that are no longer required due to sales customers switching to 82 

SVT.  To this end, Dr. Rearden agrees with AIC that sales customers should be held harmless if 83 

AIC has excess gas supply as a result of sales customers switching to SVT. 84 

Q. Dr. Rearden asserts AIC will have ample time until SVT service becomes 85 

operational to adjust its gas supply portfolio.  Do you agree? 86 

 No.  AIC has a longstanding hedging practice of purchasing physical and related financial A.87 

products up to 6 ½ years forward.  This hedging practice has also been consistently approved by 88 

the Commission in the Company's PGA dockets.  In its simplest form, the hedging practice 89 

serves to stabilize PGA prices the sales customers pay.  With the advent of a SVT program and 90 

without the protections afforded by Rider GTA, sales customers would potentially bear the cost 91 
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of liquidating the gas supply products purchased in anticipation of supplying service to all AIC 92 

customers if a significant number of customers switch to SVT.  Rider GTA, then, is the 93 

mechanism to appropriately allocate the cost of switching suppliers only to those customers who 94 

choose to switch.  This cost —the difference between the original purchase price and the 95 

liquidation price—is charged to the SVT customers since their switching required AIC to 96 

liquidate the contracts.   97 

Q. Is the claim that no other Illinois gas utility has such a rider relevant as stated by 98 

Dr. Rearden? 99 

 No.  It is my understanding the other Illinois gas utilities have choice programs that A.100 

began as pilot programs or in limited areas of their service territories and were phased into 101 

system-wide programs over many years.  AIC's SVT program, however, would allow for all 102 

residential and small commercial customers in its service territory to begin switching to 103 

alternative gas suppliers immediately.  These other gas utilities had the benefit of time and 104 

limited switching to adjust their gas supply portfolios to accommodate the gradual switching that 105 

was occurring.  AIC, and its sales customers who do not switch, will not have these luxuries. 106 

Additionally, there are certainly differences between AIC’s gas supply portfolio and the 107 

gas supply portfolios of the other Illinois gas utilities, including the tenure of gas supply contract 108 

commitments.  Nicor, Inc. (Nicor) provides service to over two million natural gas customers in 109 

a geographic area roughly half the size of AIC’s service territory, which serves less than 900,000 110 

customers.  Peoples Gas Light & Coke Company (Peoples) serves just over 800,000 customers 111 

located in the concise area of the City of Chicago.  Nicor’s transmission and distribution 112 

networks have a much greater degree of interconnection and integration, offering greater 113 

flexibility in moving gas across its entire system as compared to AIC.  One of the largest natural 114 
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gas transmission hubs located in Chicago serves Nicor, and to some extent Peoples, but does not 115 

serve downstate customers in AIC's service territory.  Further, Nicor owns and operates eight 116 

storage fields with an annual capacity of nearly 135 Bcf and Peoples owns and operates one on-117 

system storage field with an annual capacity of 40 Bcf.  In contrast, AIC owns and operates 12 118 

fields with a capacity of only 25 Bcf.  Moreover, six of AIC’s smaller storage fields are largely 119 

constrained by the distribution system to serve only a small subset of its customers, and some of 120 

AIC’s customers are served by distribution systems with no access to any AIC storage field.  121 

Peoples also has a LNG plant to support late season peaking when their on-system storage field 122 

begins to have declining deliverability.  The Commission itself acknowledges there are 123 

significant operational differences between AIC and Nicor's gas distribution systems.  Order, 124 

Docket No. 11-0282 (Jan. 10, 2012), p. 176.  Clearly, these operational differences and other 125 

factors require the purchasing practices among utilities to be different.  As such, the riders 126 

needed to implement system-wide supply choice to necessarily be different as well.  127 

Q. Dr. Rearden claims the decision to name one particular gas supply contract as the 128 

incremental contract is “arbitrary” and AIC will have no basis or reason in selecting a 129 

particular contract to liquidate.  Do you agree? 130 

 No.  Rider GTA provides the Company will determine “the appropriate Pipeline and A.131 

supply location to liquidate gas contracts based on the needs of the distribution system and 132 

location of the reduction in Rider S Customer usage.”  The contracts to be liquidated are directly 133 

tied to the location of load reduction caused by sales customers switching to SVT.  There is 134 

nothing arbitrary about the selection of the contract to be liquidated.  The particular selection of a 135 

contract to be liquidated is designed to mitigate the impact associated with customers switching 136 

to alternative gas suppliers.  137 
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Q. Dr. Rearden also claims “gas that AIC sells into the market can physically originate 138 

from anywhere: there is no necessary connection between the supply location and the 139 

location it is sold.  Different gas sources as well as sales locations are both 140 

interchangeable.”  How do you respond? 141 

 Dr. Rearden's' understanding of the AIC gas distribution system is misguided.  Physical A.142 

gas is purchased and sold at a specific location as indicated by a pipeline and supply basin.  For 143 

instance, Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line (PEPL) has its Field Zone supply basin, or Natural Gas 144 

Pipeline uses the Mid-continent supply basin.  Since AIC’s system is not entirely integrated – 145 

that is, all pipelines do not serve all customers – AIC must match the liquidation of physical gas 146 

to the location of customer loads that are switching to SVT.  As the location and amounts of 147 

switching become more apparent, AIC will contact the counterparty from whom the gas was 148 

purchased and attempt to sell the gas back to the counterparty in order to reduce the 149 

administrative burden of nominating the gas, invoicing the transactions, and credit exposure.  150 

There are no locational differences for these transactions.   151 

Q. Is Dr. Rearden correct that Rider GTA is selecting one particular contract or group 152 

of contracts to compare to market prices? 153 

 No.  Dr. Rearden has misunderstood the comparison of prices in Rider GTA.  Rider GTA A.154 

compares the cost of one contract or group of contracts to the resale revenue of the contract sold, 155 

not the market prices.  The resale revenue may be more, less or the same as the market price 156 

depending on the market volatility at the time of the sale.  157 
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Q. If the Commission approves Rider GTA, Dr. Rearden recommends Rider GTA be 158 

modified to use the system weighted average cost of gas rather than selecting one particular 159 

contract or group of contracts to compare to market prices.  How do you respond? 160 

 Dr. Rearden’s recommendation is based on his belief that "this better comports with how A.161 

utilities manage their portfolios and systems."  My explanation will address each component of 162 

Dr. Rearden’s recommendation.   163 

Recommendation to use the system weighted average cost of gas:  AIC must sell excess 164 

gas at a particular pipeline and supply basin which matches AIC’s proposal to select a 165 

specific contract or group of contracts rather than the system weighted average cost of 166 

gas.  I understand Dr. Rearden’s recommendation reflects an average of the gas costs 167 

included in the Purchased Gas Adjustment and is a different way to price contract 168 

liquidation costs.  This method, however, it is not as clear as selecting a specific contract.  169 

If the Commission agrees with Dr. Rearden’s recommendation, the phrase  “system 170 

weighted average cost of gas” will need to be explicitly defined – is it Factor CGC of the 171 

PGA, does it include on-system and off- system storage withdrawals and exclude on-172 

system and off-system storage injections, is it only pipeline commodity purchases 173 

excluding pipeline transportation and fuel costs?  These are questions that remain 174 

unanswered in Dr. Rearden’s proposal. 175 

Recommendation to use market price rather than the actual sale price:  This proposal 176 

ignores the liquidation price--the revenue received from the actual sale of the excess gas-- 177 

may not be the same as the market price.  It is unclear if Dr. Rearden assumes in his 178 

proposal that the liquidation price and the market price will be equal--in all likelihood 179 

this will not be the case.  Again, if the Commission agrees with Dr. Rearden’s 180 
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recommendation, the term “market price” will need to be explicitly defined – is it 181 

NYMEX, NYMEX plus/minus basis, is it a monthly index, is it a daily index, if a daily 182 

index which day?  Additionally, how to manage or address the difference between the 183 

liquidation price and market price will a need to be identified.  184 

Continuing, the example below illustrates the flaws in Dr. Rearden’s proposal:  185 

 186 

The portfolio depicts three packages of gas that have been purchased by AIC to serve 187 

sales customers’ load.  In the sample month, AIC determines it needs to sell a volume of 2,000 188 

MMBtu due to customers switching in the Peoria area.  Based on the pipelines that can 189 

Example of Rider GTA 

Portfolio
Trade Pipeline/
Date Location Volume Price Amount
05/02/2010 PEPL Fld 10,000       5.0000$  50,000.00$ 
06/15/2012 NGPL TO 2,000          4.5000$  9,000.00$    
07/25/2013 PEPL Fld 5,000          3.0000$  15,000.00$ 

17,000       4.3529$  74,000.00$ 

Assume AIC needs to sell 2000 due to switching and the switching is in Peoria served off PEPL Fld and NGPL MC.
PEPL index price is $2.50

AIC proposal
Sell 7/25/13 volume of 2000 3.0000$  6,000.00$    PGA, GTA
Sell transaction -2000 2.4500$  (4,900.00)$  GTA

0 1,100.00$    
PGA reduced by $6,000, GTA increased by $1,100

Rearden proposal (my understanding)
Sell 7/25/13 volume of 2000 4.3529$  8,705.88$    PGA, GTA
Sell transaction -2000 2.4500$  (4,900.00)$  PGA
Volume at market price -2000 2.5000$  (5,000.00)$  GTA

PGA reduced by $3805.88, GTA increased by $3705.88, difference of $100 unclear where it goes
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physically serve the Peoria area, AIC will need to sell gas on PEPL.  The market price for PEPL 190 

for this month is $2.50. 191 

Using AIC’s proposal, the volume of 2000 MMBtu will be sold from the 7/25/13 package 192 

of gas.  AIC contacts the original counterparty and the parties agree to transact at $2.45.  The 193 

2000 MMBtu at the original purchase price of $3.00 is transferred from Rider PGA cost to Rider 194 

GTA cost by applying a credit to the sales customers through the PGA and a debit to the SVT 195 

customers through GTA.  The sale of 2000 MMBtu at $2.45 is recorded as a credit to the SVT 196 

customers through GTA for a net due of $1,100 from SVT customers. 197 

Under Dr. Rearden’s proposal, the volume of 2000 MMBtu will be transferred at the 198 

system weighted average cost of $4.3529 from Rider PGA cost to Rider GTA by applying a 199 

credit to the sales customers through the PGA and a debit to the SVT customers through GTA.  200 

A credit for 2000 MMBtu at the market price of $2.50 would be applied to GTA and a credit for 201 

2000 MMBtu at the sale price of $2.45 would be applied to PGA.  In the example, the sales 202 

customers would be responsible for the difference between the market price and the sales price.  203 

However, if the sale price was more than the market price, the sales customers would benefit 204 

from the sale.  205 

As this demonstration shows, AIC's proposal is based on a simple cost causation 206 

principle: AIC’s proposal clearly matches the cost incurred to the cost causer without the 207 

question of accounting for the difference between liquidation price and market price. 208 

Q. What is Dr. Rearden's recommendation with respect to Rider GSIC? 209 

 First, Rider GSIC's purpose is to calculate a charge for assets used by the Company to A.210 

balance and maintain the integrity of the gas distribution system for the benefit of all customers.  211 

Dr. Rearden believes the concept for Rider GSIC is theoretically sound if AIC has a consistent 212 
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and well thought out approach to the assets it selects to retain and balance within its system.  In 213 

order to evaluate the rider, he recommends AIC detail which assets it intends to include in Rider 214 

GSIC and provide a more complete explanation for how those decisions are made.   215 

Q. What is your response? 216 

 Rider GSIC does include the activities and types of assets AIC will hold, specifically A.217 

lateral contracts, pipeline balancing contracts, standard pipeline services such as transportation 218 

and no-notice storage, and buying and selling natural gas.  AIC does not agree specific contracts 219 

should be listed in the tariff because it would require a tariff change each time the portfolio of 220 

assets change.  That could happen several times throughout the year as pipeline services and 221 

balancing needs change.  Many times these services are needed in real-time and there is no 222 

opportunity to file a revised tariff.  Unforeseen events happen and AIC needs the flexibility to 223 

respond to these situations immediately. AIC should not be unduly constrained when 224 

maintaining the integrity of its system to a contract list in a tariff.   Moreover, Rider GSIC is 225 

subject to an annual reconciliation review by the Commission where Staff can evaluate the 226 

activities and types of assets being utilized, much like Staff does in the PGA reconciliation today  227 

Q. Please describe Dr. Rearden's concerns with pipeline penalty assessments. 228 

 Dr. Rearden expresses concerns with how pipeline penalties are assessed and how A.229 

pipeline assets are allocated to the suppliers within Rider SVT.  He states Ameren Exhibit 13.2 230 

indicates pipeline penalties are assessed only to Rider S and Rider T customers, but that SVT 231 

customers should not be excluded from paying penalties regardless of the situation or penalty 232 

cause.  233 
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Q. What is your response to his concern as to how pipeline penalties are assessed in 234 

Rider SVT? 235 

 AIC’s Customer Terms and Conditions include a provision to allocate pipeline penalties A.236 

to the customers who cause them and this provision has been in place for many years.  There was 237 

no modification to the Customer Terms and Conditions to include SVT customers in the 238 

assessment of pipeline penalties since AIC is requiring their suppliers to deliver a specific 239 

amount of gas on a daily basis, and the SVT Supplier Terms and Conditions have penalties to be 240 

charged if the suppliers do not deliver the gas as required. The Company wants to ensure the 241 

tariffs provide the ability to assess penalties to the appropriate customers, therefore, agrees to 242 

include the SVT customers in the assessment of penalties and to bill the SVT supplier the penalty 243 

charges for their SVT group, as applicable, should  the Commission agree with Dr. Rearden. 244 

Q. Dr. Rearden raises the issue that the tariff refers to Ameren Illinois’ website for the 245 

list of “Cities by Pipeline” used to assign the pipeline on which capacity is released to the 246 

ARGs for each SVT customer.  What is your response? 247 

 He states it is unclear whether the information on the website is part of the tariff or not A.248 

(i.e. – whether the information on the website determines how the service will be provided and 249 

paid for).  He notes if the list of cities is not part of the tariffs, and does not affect how marketers 250 

and customers receive services from AIC, then AIC may change the online list without 251 

Commission approval.  If, however, the list is part of the tariff, Dr. Rearden contends the list 252 

should be subject to Commission approval.  His other concern is that the tariff refers to Ameren 253 

Illinois' website for the list of "Cities by Pipeline" used to assign the pipeline on which capacity 254 

is released to the suppliers for each SVT customer.   255 
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In response, the “Cities by Pipeline” does not determine the manner by which a utility 256 

service will be provided and paid for—that is not its purpose.  The “Cities by Pipeline” list 257 

simply identifies which pipeline can physically serve each city on the AIC system.  This list is 258 

used to determine which pipeline assets to be allocated to the suppliers based on the location of 259 

their customers on the AIC system and the physical pipeline that can serve them.  The terms and 260 

prices for asset allocations, including capacity release, are identified in the tariff.  AIC may 261 

change the “Cities by Pipeline” from time-to-time if its portfolio of assets to supply customers’ 262 

shift between pipelines or the pipelines that can physically serve a city changes.  It should be 263 

noted that a version of the “Cities by Pipeline” has been used for AIC’s Rider T program for 264 

many years.  AIC is willing to send an informational letter to the Commission when the “Cities 265 

by Pipeline” changes describing the reasons for the change. 266 

B. Response to Staff witness, Ms. Burma C. Jones 267 

Q. What is Ms. Jones’ position regarding the implementation of an SVT program? 268 

 Ms. Jones states there are ministerial changes to AIC’s draft tariffs that should be made in A.269 

the event the Commission directs AIC to implement an SVT program and file the related tariffs 270 

in this proceeding.  Ms. Jones notes her proposed language changes are separate and distinct 271 

from the changes proposed by Dr. Rearden and discussed above.  272 

Q. What is your response to these proposed language changes to the draft tariffs? 273 

 AIC agrees to the proposed changes for the SVT Supplier Terms and Conditions, Rider A.274 

GSIC-Gas System Integrity Charge Calculation and Annual Reconciliations, and Rider GTA-275 

Gas Transition Adjustment.  AIC agrees in principle to the proposed changes to the Customer 276 

Terms and Conditions, but recommends minor changes.  These changes are reflected in Ameren 277 

Exhibit 26.1. 278 
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Q. Do you have any other comments regarding Staff's recommended changes to the 279 

subject tariffs? 280 

 Yes.  Staff witness Jones has inexplicably modified Rider PGA to exclude the reference A.281 

to the annual reconciliations associated with Riders GTA and GSIC.  Both of these riders, 282 

however, appropriately cross reference being part of the Rider PGA annual reconciliation.  Given 283 

that the costs subject to review in Riders PGA, GTA and GSIC are the same, it makes intuitive 284 

sense that there is one reconciliation.  Therefore, Rider PGA should properly acknowledge and 285 

reference Riders GTA and GSIC.  286 

Q. What are AIC’s recommendations to the proposed changes to the Customer Terms 287 

and Conditions? 288 

 AIC recommends the following wording for the definition of Over Delivery and Under A.289 

Delivery: 290 

Over Delivery 291 

Over Delivery occurs when a SVT Group’s, Rider T Group’s, or Rider T 292 
Customer’s gas delivery is greater than their gas usage.  An Over Delivery is 293 
determined on a calendar month basis for SVT Groups.  An Over Delivery is 294 
determined on a daily or monthly basis, as applicable, for Rider T Customers and 295 
Rider T Groups. 296 

Under Delivery 297 

Under Delivery occurs when a SVT Group’s, Rider T Group’s, or Rider T 298 
Customer’s gas delivery is less than their gas usage.  An Under Delivery is 299 
determined on a calendar month basis for SVT Groups.  An Under Delivery is 300 
determined on a daily or monthly basis, as applicable, for Rider T Customers and 301 
Rider T Groups. 302 
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III. RESPONSE TO INTERVENORS 303 

A. Response to ICEA/RESA witness Mr. Stephen E. Puican 304 

Q. Mr. Puican claims a Purchase of Receivable program is a necessary element for a 305 

well-functioning SVT program.  Do you agree?  306 

 AIC agrees a Purchase of Receivable (POR) program in conjunction with Utility A.307 

Consolidated Billing (UCB) is necessary for a well-functioning SVT program and has included 308 

the related terms in its proposed tariffs.  However, AIC does not agree with a stand-alone POR 309 

program.  UCB/POR enables the utility to place the suppliers gas commodity charges on the 310 

utility bill, which is then mailed to the customer, and the utility purchases the suppliers 311 

receivable no later than one day after the customer’s bill due date.  With UCB/POR, the 312 

customer receives one bill for their gas commodity and delivery service.  The UCB component is 313 

required to allow customers receiving Low Income Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) to 314 

retain their full LIHEAP benefits, which otherwise might be lost because Illinois suppliers do not 315 

provide the capability to allow a LIHEAP customer to access their full benefits.  The UCB/POR 316 

combined function also allows AIC to leverage processes, procedures, communications and 317 

billing systems used for the electric choice program, thus allowing for a streamlined conversion 318 

for those suppliers participating in both programs. 319 

Q. Does Mr. Puican agree with AIC that suppliers should retain the option of either 320 

consolidated billing or dual billing for small commercial participants? 321 

 Yes, he states so on page 7 of his direct testimony.  AIC witness Mr. Leonard Jones will A.322 

address Mr. Puican’s discussion on discount rates for purchasing receivables. 323 
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Q. Please briefly describe Mr. Puican's recommended changes to the manner by 324 

pipeline capacity is allocated. 325 

 Mr. Puican recommends modifying the Pipeline Capacity Allocation provision such that A.326 

AIC will recalculate the amount of capacity assigned to each supplier on a monthly basis based 327 

on increases or decreases in the size of each supplier’s SVT pool.  He contends this will allow 328 

suppliers greater flexibility in how they source and supply their gas and will not limit enrollment 329 

of customers to only certain times of year.  Finally, he believes this modification will greatly 330 

enhance the attractiveness of the SVT to potential suppliers and the capacity will truly “follow” 331 

the customer as provided for on AIC Exhibit 13.1 (p. 4.) 332 

Q. Before you proceed, do you know whether Mr. Puican has studied the purchasing 333 

practices of AIC, or for that matter any gas utility in Illinois?   334 

 In response to AIC-ICEA/RESA 1.03, Mr. Puican admits he has not performed any such A.335 

studies.  336 

Q.  Do you have any concerns about monthly asset allocations?  337 

 Yes, I do.  As I will explain, a monthly asset allocation approach creates operational risk A.338 

for AIC’s distribution system that could jeopardize system integrity and adds unnecessary 339 

administrative burdens and cost.   340 

To begin, under his approach AIC would be required to realign its resources to serve 341 

sales customers and to re-balance its system every time an asset is released.  Every release has a 342 

different volume.  Thus, resource planning with potentially 425 moving parts (releases described 343 

below) each month is simply unworkable.  AIC owns and operates 12 on-system storage fields.  344 

On-system storage is a critical asset used to support the hourly, daily and seasonal load swings 345 

inherent for a utility in the Midwest.  For the once a year November asset allocation, the 346 
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proposed SVT program requires the participating suppliers who have increased the number of  347 

customers they serve since the May asset allocation period to purchase inventory in the on-348 

system storage fields to support their SVT group for the winter.  Using the assumption of 25 349 

participating suppliers, there would be 300 new transactions (25 suppliers times 12 storage 350 

fields) to manage each month instead of each year if monthly asset allocations are approved.  351 

Although this is not a FERC regulated release, AIC needs to determine the volume for each 352 

transaction, bill the supplier for the inventory, and monitor the impact to remaining inventory 353 

and purchasing strategies.   354 

Changing the storage inventory commitments to a monthly allocation will significantly 355 

increase the number of transactions, creates operational risk and could jeopardize system 356 

integrity since the daily and monthly volumes needed to be purchased to balance the load will be 357 

constantly changing.  The on-system storage inventory and the inventory cycling requirement of 358 

on-system storage will also be at risk.  Any flexibility allowed to SVT customers will potentially 359 

increase the cost of implementing the program through assets AIC will need to secure in order to 360 

minimize operational risk.   361 

Q. Do you have any other comments regarding Mr. Puican's monthly asset allocation 362 

recommendation? 363 

 Yes.  Monthly asset allocations would introduce a significant administrative burden to A.364 

AIC, and cost to its customers, without any material benefit.  Based on the suppliers participating 365 

in AIC’s existing transportation program for commercial and industrial customers, AIC estimates 366 

25 suppliers will participate in a SVT program.  AIC has 10 pipelines that serve its gas system 367 

and contracts for storage service with 7 of those pipelines.  Under the proposed SVT program, 368 

each supplier can have a group of customers on each pipeline (defined as a SVT group) and AIC 369 
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will release pipeline transportation capacity and pipeline storage for each SVT group.  Based on 370 

this information, potentially 250 capacity releases (25 suppliers times 10 pipelines) may need to 371 

be completed for pipeline transportation and 175 capacity releases (25 suppliers times 7 372 

pipelines) may need to be completed for pipeline storage—totaling 425 capacity release 373 

transactions each month.  By comparison, AIC currently performs less than 10 capacity release 374 

transactions each month.  375 

There are also FERC regulations regarding the timing for posting, bidding and awarding 376 

capacity releases.  Releases with shorter duration, such as a month, have tighter timing 377 

requirements creating a greater risk of missing the FERC defined deadlines 378 

Clearly, aside from the risks identified above, based on these assumptions AIC would 379 

need to hire additional resources to perform monthly asset allocations, and unnecessarily 380 

increase the cost to support a SVT program.  381 

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Puican's claim that it would be a "relatively straightforward 382 

matter to simultaneously reallocate capacity to suppliers. . . .”? 383 

 No.  Mr. Puican stated his basis for this statement was “the relative ease with which this A.384 

is done in Ohio” according to AIC-ICEA/RESA 1.05.  To his credit, he also admits in the same 385 

response referring to his recommendation: “Mr. Puican recognizes however that this may not be 386 

able to be done immediately and may require some transition period in order to implement the 387 

necessary systems.”  388 

I disagree with Mr. Puican.  Reallocating capacity to suppliers cannot be done 389 

immediately.  In fact, it never needs to be done at all.  Additionally, it must not be "relatively 390 

straightforward" for the Ohio utilities if only one of the four started their program releasing 391 

assets monthly.  For AIC, obviously, managing an additional 725 transactions (250 pipeline 392 
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transportation, 175 pipeline storage and 300 on-system storage) each month will not be a 393 

straightforward process – administratively or operationally.  Additional resources will need to be 394 

hired.  As supplier of last resort with the responsibility to maintain the physical gas system, 395 

constantly changing the assets available to manage the system could impact safety and reliability 396 

and will increase costs to all customers.   397 

Q. Mr. Puican contends all Ohio utilities with customer choice programs utilize 398 

monthly allocation.  How do you respond? 399 

 Mr. Puican’s response to AIC-ICEA/RESA 1.07 states, “After a subsequent additional A.400 

review, Mr. Puican’s testimony that all Ohio Choice utilities re-allocate capacity on a monthly 401 

basis is overbroad.  Only Columbia Gas of Ohio and Vectren Energy Delivery of Ohio re-402 

allocate as often as monthly.  The other two Choice utilities allow marketers to trade capacity 403 

among themselves to cover gains and losses in customers until an annual or semi-annual 404 

reallocation is conducted. Columbia Gas of Ohio implemented monthly pipeline asset allocation 405 

upon inception of its program in April 1997.  Vectren implemented its Choice program in 406 

January 2003 and implemented monthly reallocation of capacity in October 2008.”  Based on 407 

this response, the reality is only one of the four Ohio utility implemented monthly asset 408 

allocations at the inception of its small choice program.   409 

 Furthermore, every utility has different assets to serve its customers and unique physical A.410 

system constraints.  Some utilities may have more pipelines serving customers in certain areas or 411 

some may have areas captive to one pipeline.  Some have on-system storage and some do not.  412 

Mr. Puican has offered nothing to support his position that the Ohio gas utilities are comparable 413 

to the AIC distribution system, pipeline limitations, hedging practices, and the like.  In sum, as 414 
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demonstrated above, AIC’s asset portfolio and physical system configuration, render it infeasible 415 

to manage monthly allocations.   416 

Q. Has AIC made any changes to the draft tariffs that may address Mr. Puican’s 417 

concern regarding asset allocations? 418 

 Yes.  As shown in Ameren Exhibit 26.1AIC will not charge the PGA price for gas A.419 

supplies until the daily delivery requirement exceeds the maximum daily quantity (MDQ) of the 420 

individual SVT group.  This revision will minimize the times the supplier is purchasing gas from 421 

the utility instead of delivering their own gas as they increase their customer base between asset 422 

allocation periods. 423 

Q. Please briefly describe Mr. Puican's recommended changes to the method and 424 

pricing for on-system storage allocation. 425 

 Mr. Puican disagrees with AIC’s price to purchase the storage inventory and he A.426 

recommends AIC use a method of moving storage inventory with customers as they migrate, by 427 

buying or selling an "appropriate inventory volume" based on the customer's size and the month 428 

(how far into the injection season it is at the time).  Under his proposal, the price would be a first 429 

of the month index from an agreed upon pricing source, such that AIC doesn't make or lose 430 

money on the transaction.  Therefore, he states AIC would simply facilitate the volumes that are 431 

to be transferred and the associated exchange of money.  With this approach, Mr. Puican 432 

contends the gas in storage that was purchased for a given customer stays with that customer.  433 

Q. Do you have any comments in response to this proposed modification? 434 

 Yes.  Mr. Puican misunderstands when and at what price AIC will be selling and/or A.435 

purchasing on-system storage inventory to/from the supplier.  AIC will only sell on-system 436 
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storage inventory to the supplier during the November allocation period at the weighted average 437 

cost of gas in storage.  AIC’s on-system storage fields are near full by the end of October in 438 

preparation for the winter heating season.  It will be necessary for AIC to sell the inventory 439 

reserved to serve sales customer load during the winter when the sales customer has switched to 440 

the SVT program.  This allows for the delivery requirements for the SVT customers to be 441 

reduced so that some of their load can be served by withdrawing gas from on-system storage in 442 

order to ensure the on-system storage inventory is cycled and to maintain the operational 443 

integrity of the field.  Using the weighted average cost of gas in storage ensures the customers 444 

remaining on sales service are not harmed by customer switching.  AIC will only purchase on-445 

system storage inventory from the supplier if the supplier completely leaves the SVT program 446 

and cannot sell the gas to another supplier. The price used is 50% of the monthly index as an 447 

incentive for the supplier to transact with another supplier.   448 

Further, AIC is not in the business of brokering transactions with suppliers for gas supply 449 

and storage inventory.  Suppliers should be able to manage the portfolio of assets they need to 450 

serve their customers without AIC being the backstop for their business.  It is important to note 451 

that any price differences with these transactions will impact the price paid by customers 452 

remaining on sales service.  It is unfair for sales customers to incur increased costs caused by 453 

suppliers not adequately managing the customers they have enrolled through the SVT program.  454 

Q. What is your understanding of Mr. Puican's recommendation with respect to Rider 455 

GTA? 456 

 Mr. Puican states he has no objection in principle to Rider GTA, but contends it should A.457 

be limited to a fixed period of time based on how AIC's purchases its gas.  He alleges Rider 458 

GTA, as proposed, could unintentionally punish customers who leave AIC’s supply service and 459 
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incentivizes customers not to switch by creating an additional cost on SVT customers which can 460 

be avoided by returning to AIC.  To remedy this issue, he contends the GTA should only be paid 461 

by an SVT customer for a fixed period of time, although he does not recommend a specific time 462 

period.  He suggests a one month limit because the PGA is adjusted monthly.  On the other hand, 463 

Mr. Puican suggests it is reasonable to allow AIC to demonstrate whether a longer time period is 464 

appropriate based on AIC's actual gas purchasing practices.  465 

Q. Please respond.  466 

 I discussed Rider GTA previously when responding to Dr. Rearden’s testimony.  To A.467 

reiterate, AIC’s concern with a time limit is the Company's inability to liquidate contracts 468 

quickly enough if large volumes of customers leave at one time.  This is especially concerning 469 

with the possibility of municipal aggregation legislation in the future and the existing tenure of 6 470 

½ years on AIC gas purchasing commitments. 471 

Q. Is a one month limit appropriate? 472 

 No.  Mr. Puican's opinion is misguided as he relies on the fact the PGA is adjusted A.473 

monthly, and therefore   Rider GTA should be limited to one month.  But the monthly 474 

calculation of the PGA does not correspond with how long AIC contracts for gas supply.  The 475 

gas supply portfolio is made up of various tenures of contracts to enable flexibility to match 476 

daily, monthly and seasonal load swings.  In fact, AIC secures 100% of its winter supply 477 

requirements, building flexibility within those contracts, on a firm basis to eliminate the concern 478 

of having inadequate supply available when consumers need it most to heat their homes.  As a 479 

result, little to no winter supply is purchased on a monthly basis.  Rather, AIC has monthly, 480 

seasonal (winter/summer), and annual contracts secured throughout the 6 ½ year duration. 481 
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Q. Do you have a recommended timeframe for Rider GTA that is amenable to AIC? 482 

 Yes.  AIC views Rider GTA as a transitional rider.  Over time, AIC will have a better A.483 

understanding of the amount of switching that is occurring, the amount of switching that can be 484 

expected (at least in the near term), seasonal patterns that may develop, pricing triggers, and 485 

other information that will be used in the Company's going forward purchasing practices.  As 486 

such AIC could agree to a three year timeframe from the start of an SVT program for Rider 487 

GTA.  Assuming a start time in November 2014, the rider would end in October 2017.  AIC 488 

would, of course, reserve the right to seek an extension of the rider should AIC deem it 489 

necessary. 490 

The one caveat to the above that I referenced earlier in this testimony is the occurrence of 491 

a gas municipal aggregation program.  Municipal aggregation legislation has been recently 492 

proposed by the legislature and if it were to pass, AIC could see significant amounts of switching 493 

occurring rapidly.  Such switching may prevent gas supply contracts from being liquidated in a 494 

timely matter, the prudent use of storage assets, and a host of other factors that are unknown at 495 

this time because the details of the legislation remain unknown.  The point being, managing gas 496 

supply contracts and physical assets used to support AIC's sales and transportation customers is a 497 

complicated matter, only made more complicated by an SVT program and furthermore by the 498 

possibility of municipal aggregation on the horizon. 499 

 Mr. Puican states that by "assessing the transition charge to SVT customers only, Q.500 

customers who caused those costs by leaving sales service can avoid them by returning even 501 

though the cost was still incurred."  Is that accurate? 502 

 Partially.  It is accurate that SVT customers cause the transition charge.  It is not accurate A.503 

that customers can avoid the charge by returning to sales service even though the cost was still 504 
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incurred.  It is inaccurate because the cost would not still be incurred.  If a customer returns to 505 

sales service, there would be no need for AIC to liquidate gas contracts purchased to serve them. 506 

Q. Do you have any thoughts on Mr. Puican's recommendation that AIC prepare a 507 

system that allows SVT customers to remain on SVT service when relocating within AIC's 508 

service territory?   509 

 Yes.  SVT customers are allowed to remain on SVT service if the supplier sends in a new A.510 

enrollment for the customer’s new service.  AIC discussed the automatic transfer for re-locations 511 

for its existing electric program and during the SVT workshops.  The concerns identified were 512 

the programming of the gas settlement systems and the fact that the AIC gas distribution system 513 

is not physically integrated. 514 

Q. Please describe the concerns with the programming of the systems. 515 

 There is not always a clean transition when customers change locations.  For instance, a A.516 

customer can add a new service before stopping the old service; in essence; having two services 517 

being served by two different suppliers.  They could also have a break in service before starting a 518 

new service.  When the supplier sends a drop of the customer’s old service and a new enrollment 519 

for the new service, in this instance it is clear to all parties which service (or account) is with 520 

which supplier.  AIC should not have to coordinate between the supplier and customer as to 521 

where their contract stands.   522 

Q. So it isn't simply a “programming” limitation as Mr. Puican infers? 523 

 No.  In response to Dr. Rearden, explained the AIC gas system is not fully integrated A.524 

which means different pipelines and storage assets serve different parts of the system.  If a 525 

customer moves from an area served by a set of pipelines to an area served by a different set of 526 
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pipelines, the assets released will be different in the new area.   It is imperative for AIC to know 527 

where the load has switched to SVT so it can plan for those customers remaining on sales 528 

service. 529 

Q. Should the tariff include a requirement that AIC will conduct annual meetings with 530 

suppliers to review any unaddressed issues or desired changes in the SVT program as Mr. 531 

Puican contends? 532 

 There is no reason such an obligation needs to be part of the tariff and Mr. Puican has not A.533 

offered any reasoning for his recommendation.   Nonetheless, AIC has collaborated with all 534 

stakeholders to design the proposed SVT program and will continue to address issues as they 535 

arise.  536 

Q. Mr. Puican states it is not clear how customers switching from Rider S to Rider SVT 537 

would impact AIC's Budget Billing Program.  How do you respond?  538 

 AIC’s approved Gas Service Schedule Ill. C.C. No. 2, Customer Terms and Conditions, A.539 

Section 8. Billing and Payment, G. Budget Billing Plan Option, makes available for any 540 

Residential Customer or small Non-Residential Customer taking service under Rate GDS-1 or 541 

GDS-2, the option to elect to participate in the Company’s Budget Billing Plan.  The proposed 542 

SVT program does not alter that availability. 543 

Any customer’s Budget Billing is impacted by the supplier’s bill option selection.  SVT 544 

has two bill options: Dual or Utility Consolidate Billing / Purchase of Receivable (UCB/POR). 545 

Dual Billing: Dual Billing may only be used by Suppliers if they can provide 546 

documentation to the Company that they are fully electronically connected to Department of 547 

Commerce and Economic Opportunity’s information technology system that supports the low 548 

income heating energy assistance (LIHEAP) and Percent of Income payment Plan (PIPP) 549 
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programs.  Under Dual Billing the Supplier and the Company each provides separate bills to 550 

customers for their respective charges.  Hence, each respective party would bill their charges and 551 

can offer budget billing for those charges.  A customer already enrolled in Budget Billing with 552 

the Company and electing to use a Supplier using the Dual Billing option would experience a 553 

reduced Budget Billing amount from Ameren Illinois since the Supplier is billing separately for 554 

the gas supply charges.   555 

UCB/POR Billing: Suppliers electing UCB/POR bill option would use either 1) the Bill 556 

Ready method to transmit their charges via electronic data interchange (EDI) to the Company or 557 

- 2) the Rate Ready method for the Company to calculate the Supplier’s charges based on the 558 

customer’s usage and the Supplier’s predetermined commodity rate.  In both instances the 559 

Company places the Supplier’s charges on the customer’s bill along with the Company’s 560 

delivery services charges.  Customers using Rider SVT that also elect Budget Billing see the 561 

actual charges, inclusive of Supplier amounts, on the bill but pay the Budget Bill amount.  562 

Consequently, customers already enrolled in Budget Billing with a Customer electing to use 563 

suppliers taking advantage of the UCB/POR option would, in effect, be utilizing Budget Billing 564 

as determined and defined by the Customer Terms and Conditions.   565 

For suppliers using UCB/POR, AIC incorporates the gas supply charges provided by the 566 

supplier into our calculation table where the Purchased Gas Adjustment (PGA) costs would 567 

otherwise contribute to the Budget Billing calculation along with AIC’s gas delivery charges. As 568 

a result, and over time, the Budget Billing calculations would yield results based on actual gas 569 

supply costs billed to customers by the supplier via the Company along with AIC’s gas delivery 570 

charges.   571 
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These processes are the same as currently used for Budget Billing on the electric side of 572 

the business for electric UCB/POR billed customers. 573 

Q. Mr. Puican states it is not clear how the Budget Billing Program would be handled 574 

for customers who have a different retail supplier for natural gas and electricity service.  575 

How do you respond?  576 

 Dual Bill and UCB/POR Bill Options will be available for suppliers to select under the A.577 

SVT program.  Retail electric suppliers have Dual, UCB/POR, and Single Billing Option (SBO) 578 

that they can select to use in providing supply services to customers.   579 

Customers on the same premise account that have a different retail supplier for gas 580 

supply service than for electric supply service can remain or enroll in the Budget Billing Plan 581 

Option based on the bill option the respective supplier elects to use in billing their supply 582 

customer.  This could also occur if the customer has the same supplier for natural gas and electric 583 

supply service but the supplier elects to use different billing options on each service.   584 

The Budget Billing Plan Option is impacted by the billing option selected by the supplier.  585 

There are effectively six potential Billing Option combinations that result from suppliers’ 586 

selections. 587 

1. Different Natural gas and electric Suppliers but both selecting the Dual Billing 588 
Option:  AIC sends a bill to the customer for the gas delivery and electric delivery 589 
services.  Each supplier will send a bill to the customer for their respective supply 590 
services.  Customer will receive three separate bills.  The customer may remain or 591 
enroll on the Budget Billing Plan Option for the delivery services charges. 592 

2. Gas Supplier using Dual Billing and electric Supplier using UCB/POR Billing: AIC 593 
sends a bill to the customer for gas delivery service, electric delivery service, and 594 
electric retail supply service.  The gas supplier will send a bill to the customer for 595 
their gas supply service.  Customer will receive two separate bills.  The customer 596 
may remain or enroll on the Budget Billing Plan Option. 597 

3. Gas Supplier using Dual Billing and electric Supplier using SBO Billing:  AIC 598 
sends a bill to the customer for gas delivery service only.  AIC also sends electric 599 
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delivery service charges to the SBO Supplier.  The gas supplier will send a bill to 600 
the customer for their gas supply service.  The SBO Supplier sends a bill to the 601 
customer for AIC’s electric delivery service and the electric suppliers supply 602 
service.  Customer will receive three separate bills.  The customer is not able to 603 
enroll or remain on the Budget Billing Plan Option due to the SBO selection. 604 

4. Gas and electric Suppliers each using UCB/POR Billing: AIC sends one bill to the 605 
customer for gas delivery service, gas retail supply service, electric delivery service, 606 
and electric retail supply service.  Customer will receive one bill.  The customer 607 
may remain or enroll on the Budget Billing Plan Option. 608 

5. Gas Supplier using UCB/POR Billing and electric Supplier using Dual Billing: AIC 609 
sends a bill to the customer for gas delivery service, gas retail supply service, and 610 
electric delivery service.  The electric Supplier will send a bill to the customer for 611 
their electric supply service.  Customer will receive two separate bills.  The 612 
customer may remain or enroll on the Budget Billing Plan. 613 

6. Gas Supplier using UCB/POR Billing and electric Supplier using SBO Billing:  614 
AIC sends a bill to the customer for gas delivery service and gas retail supply 615 
service.  AIC sends electric delivery service charges to the SBO Supplier.  The SBO 616 
Supplier sends a bill to the customer for AIC’s electric delivery service and the 617 
electric Supplier’s supply service.  Customer will receive three separate bills.  The 618 
customer is not able to enroll or remain on the Budget Billing Plan Option due to 619 
the SBO selection. 620 

B. Response to CUB witness, Mr. Martin R. Cohen 621 

Q. Has AIC updated the estimated cost of implementing the SVT program? 622 

  Yes.  The projected capital expenditures and Operations and Maintenance expenses have A.623 

increased by approximately $3.2 million and $0.4 million, respectively.  The original cost 624 

estimate was based on our previous experience with the current electric settlement system and a 625 

high level program design.  AIC has initiated a RFP process to secure vendor support to develop 626 

the systems necessary to support the proposed SVT program.  The original projection has been 627 

upgraded to ensure the complex systems needed in the compressed timeframe are ready by 628 

November 2014.  The most recent estimates also include a forecasting and aggregation solution 629 

which is a critical component to the system since the electric settlement system did not include 630 
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these components.  Overall, the total expected cost to implement the SVT program is 631 

approximately $10.6 million.  632 

C. Response to RGS witness, Mr. James L. Crist 633 

Q. Mr. Crist recommends AIC provide an opportunity for further review and editing 634 

prior to final approval and issuance of the tariffs, including Riders SVT, GSIC and GTA.  635 

What is your response? 636 

 Mr. Crist states there may be additional changes to the draft tariffs that would be merited A.637 

as this case proceeds.  Mr. Crist did not refer to or discuss any specific changes. As discussed 638 

above, however, AIC supports addressing the operational and tariff design issues, as well as 639 

other related issues, in a separate docketed proceeding.   640 

Q. Mr. Crist contends that as a combined gas and electric utility, AIC can leverage its 641 

electric choice program experience.  Do you agree? 642 

 Not entirely.  Mr. Crist seems to imply AIC's electric billing system can be used for the A.643 

proposed SVT program.  AIC will certainly leverage its experience in the electric choice 644 

program in the areas that are appropriate, but there are significant differences between the 645 

electric and gas industries.  In addition, the systems developed to support the electric choice 646 

program have limited use for the proposed SVT program.  647 
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Q.  Mr. Crist concludes a robust and well-functioning residential competitive market 648 

must include four critical elements: (1) utility support, (2) POR, (3) proper allocation of 649 

supply costs, and (4) a properly adjusted Price-to-Compare.  Do you agree with his 650 

conclusion? 651 

 Although Mr. Crist offers little or no discussion on these items. AIC has discussed all of A.652 

those items except (4) a properly adjusted Price-to Compare.  The Company does not object to 653 

working with the stakeholders to identify and develop a Price-to-Compare.  654 

IV. CONCLUSION 655 

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 656 

 Yes, it does. A.657 
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